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Part I Case background

Shiao Zhang, is a native of Changhwa.  After graduating

from junior high, Chang started working for the family until he

went into military service .

Part IIDescription of problematic behaviors

On an evening in mid May 2005, He interning at the

duty room, chang suddenly went hysterical.  He was eventually

contained in half an hour.  Three days later, Shao Zhang was

transferred to the Joint Forces Hospital in Peitu, where a psy-

chological evaluation found him suffering from underrated IQ

and  severe learning disability.   Qualified for the criteria of the

Four major diseases, Shiao Zhang was de-listed as of late June.

Part III Background information

1. Family life:  Shiao Zhang's father is  a fish vendor. His second

elder brother  is in the military. Zhang, his mother and the

rest of  the family all work in the family business.  Shiao

Zhang had stopped pursuing his study upon graduating

from junior high, and since then started helping out his

father's business. His work largely consisted of miscellaneous

chores of preparing the fish and moving things, but seldom

involved in cashiering with the customers.   When asked to

concentrate on his work, several times Shiao Zhang  became

impatient and  lost his emotional control. One time  he  even

nearly harmed himself on.  Later on, Shiao Zhang did not

remember these incidents His family did not mention them

to him either,afraid of depressing him.
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2. Schooling stage:  Shiao Zhang said he had always been trying

to catch on with his schoolwork from grade school to junior

high. In Shaio Zhang's grade school and junior high report

cards, only one A appeared in PE, all other subjects come in

C's and D's.  Shiao Zhang described himself as part of the

group that was shoved to the side by the teacher, He and

other underachievers were told to sit at the 2 sides of  the

classroom. His exam scores were these of  the  word. Over

time, he grew tired of writing and doing math, and had no

desire to touch those things either.

3. Performance at the military unit:  Shiao Zhang  reported to

duty at the Coast Patrol Corps on April 25, 2005, and was

subsequently placed at the Dakenggu Security Inspection

Checkpoint in the early May.  During his stay with the Coast

Patrol Corps , he was diligent in carrying out routine mis-

cellaneous chores and helping out with official duties, with-

out any sign of ill adjustment.  It was not until when he was

assigned to the security checkpoint where the duty work

required writing in the journals or sketching navigation

charts, was he to be reaching found out extremely low in

reading, writing and math capabilities, nearly reaching a

point of learning incapability.  The officers and seniors  re-

sponsible for guiding him at the Coast Patrol Corps  failed

to detect his aptitude deficiency problem. Consequently, a

few days' work  led to Shiao Zhang's emotional breakdown.

4. Interpersonal relationship:  As an introvert, Shiao Zhang only

managed to befriend one person. Unfortunately his friend

was not placed with the Coast Patrol Corps 1-1  with him.

At the Coast Patrol Corps ,  Shiao Zhang did not interact

much with men in the same  Coast Patrol Corps , and only

managed to come into contact with the others when spoken

to by senior men with enthusiasm in chatting sessions.  Upon

coming to the security checkpoint, he resented senior men

assigned to tutor him, thinking why  they kept pushing him

when he could not manage any of the reading and writing

he was asked of. Everybody was just in to finish off the civil

duty service, after all. After the outbreak, Shiao Zhang re-

turned to the company to bid farewell to the men.  His guid-

ance officer said little. Perhaps the two understood the un-

pleasant incident was only circumstantial.

Part IV Analysis and prognosis

1. Learning disability:

Shiao Zhang said that he had not felt any joy in his school-

ing experience, and his writing and math aptitude were that

of a first or second grader.  Looking from the angle of IQ

study, human intelligence is distributed in a rather consis-

tent manner.  Roughly one-fifth of the people may exhibit
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slower learning of reading and writing.  Except for a very

small number of retards, a majority of low-IQ individuals

are able to acquire general basic cognitive capability through

proper guidance. Yet under the present educational environ-

ment in Taiwan, a number of schoolchildren go undetected

of their learning problems, and are deprived of a chance to

receive proper education.  The results are conscripted men

like Shiao Zhang that continue to pop up in the military,

creating management prolems.

2. The issue of unstable personality accompanying learning disability

By DSM-IV classification, low IQ is at times accompanied

by emotional barrier problems, because these subjects are

unable to confront emotional setback with positive solution.

Prior to being enlisted, Shiao Zhang had no idea of his emo-

tional outbreak record, nor did his family provide any feed-

back for Shiao Zhang to understand his own emotional

problems.  As an introvert, Shiao Zhang had few friends who

knew of Zhang's emotional management problem.  He could

not inform his learning disability with the officers and men

that he knew little of either.  Unfamiliar surrounding,

coupled with the pressure at the security checkpoint, led to

Shiao Zhang's emotional breakdown.

Part VCounselling strategy and measures

1. It is viable to add learning aptitude indicator in the physical

 screening process.

The physical examination for men eligible for military con-

scription has long been focused on the physiological aspects

of finding any major disability or defect, but measures for

assessing the psychological factors have been nonexistent.

Any psychological problem is left for the military to discover

before an assessment can be conducted.  This process wastes

many individuals and social resources.  Learning disability

has always been an  issue in military disciplinary training,

and tends to lead to major problems.  These people often

require physician's assessment before proven they are unfit

to serve in the military.  A permanent solution calls for re-

education through social resources outside the military, pre-

paring the individuals with rudimentary reading and writ-

ing capabilities so they can adjust to the present day's society.

2. It is advisable for psychological trainers to facilitate the selection

process at the enlistment/training stage

Enlisted men, upon reporting to duty, are required to un-

dergo psychological screening to screen out individuals with

unstable personality.  Yet as far as the author's experience is

concerned, a host of psychological tests are conducted in non-

standardized settings.  Furthermore, the test givers are vol-

unteer duty officers and servicemen of relevant majors but

may not have prior test giving experience.  In mainstream

psychology training, one would need to take undergradu-
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ate and graduate psychiatric evaluation courses, together

with one to two years of internship, to be able to utilize the

test tool to assist physicians in psychiatric department to

assess the psychological conditions of a case subject.  Ow-

ing to the lack of formally trained psychiatric personnel, the

test results conducted by the Coast Guard Administration,

provide very little reference.

3. The need for immediate referral at the onset of problems

found

When it comes to ill-adjusted personnel, a majority of the

military officials and officers tend to think that a soldier is

faking it.  They inadvertently overlook the true problems

that an individual suffers.  The military has long regarded

learning one's own proficiency and skills remains a

serviceman's own responsibility, and that learning deficiency

comes from a bad attitude.  They tend to lose focus when

coming across true cases who had more than an attitude

problem.  In Shiao Zhang's cases his incident happened in

two weeks after his being placed with the security

checkpoint, where most new recruits can master their duty

in two to three days.  A timely referral upon witnessing Shiao

Zhang's making little progress to a psychological counsel-

ing officer could definitely avoid the incident from occurring.

Part V Conclusion

1. How best to conduct pre-screening prior to enlistment.

2. It is best for officer staff to refrain from prejudging the

enlistees:  Moral persuasion to be taken as a remedy.

As the case subject's problems had long existed before his being

enlisted, the military could do nothing to help but only to disperse re-

sources to care for the case subject.  A permanent solution calls for screen-

ing out the problems before enlisting the men, so to avoid difficulties in

future management and education.  It is best for the officer not to pre-

judge an individual with a preconceived view, but to conduct an objec-

tive review.  If an officer is unable to discipline the individual, a psy-

chological counselor would need to be enlisted for assistance in order

to timely uncover a case subject's problems and adopt adequate reme-

dial measures.

(The author is with Coast

Patrol Corps 1-1)




